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According to Richard Felder, “college teaching may be the only skilled vocation- with the 

possible exception of parenting- where practitioners typically receive no formal training for the 

job they are supposed to do”. Many of the conversations and debates in engineering education 

focus on student learning and content development to meet industry demands, with little to no 

attention paid to the people who are helping create the new professionals in engineering. It is 

generally assumed that professors get their “training” at graduate school. While that may be true 

of subject matter expertise, most of the time, masters and Ph.Ds. a precursor to being a tenure 

track educator in most colleges and universities are earned in large universities where the focus 

is more on research. The limited training in the area of teaching often varies from one institution 

to the other. Some students serve as teaching assistants, engaged only in grading while some 

teach labs, and others may teach a whole class. The extent of training may range from a 

weeklong or longer workshop through organized centers on campus, to formal or informal 

mentoring from experienced instructors at the institution to none at all. The general consensus 

however is that, many graduates are ill prepared to be teachers, and are greatly challenged when 

they find jobs in universities that expect their new faculty to be effective teachers. If our 

engineering educators are ineffective, it stands to reason that they are not helping build a strong 

foundation for new engineers.  

For professors in such a predicament, additional training and mentoring, is often not available at 

their place of work. This paper seeks to identify programs that are currently in place to help the 

engineering educators succeed in their professions. Programs such as ExCEEd teaching 

workshop, organized by ASCE; project Catalyst, which is organized at Bucknell University; Drs. 

Richard Felder and Rebecca Brent’s teaching workshops on effective teaching, and the Schreyer 

Institute for teaching excellence teaching workshops, all have an underlying mission of 

providing the additional training needed to develop and retain new engineering professors and 

help them become effective teachers. After a brief comparison of some of these programs, the 

authors, both graduates of the ExCEEd training workshops will provide a reflection of the impact 

of this workshop on their own teaching.  


